
AREAWARE is a New York City based manufacturer of everyday objects that are 
both functional and unusual. Our goals are to create thoughtful products 
that inspire an emotional response and to encourage a dialogue between people 
and their surroundings. We wish to explore design languages as a means of 
creating new syncretic forms. We like to think that we have a good sense of 
humor and that our objects are poetic. We aim to create a forum for young and 
local talent, and together, we hope to become a strong voice for American 
design. We believe that appreciation for beauty is central to what it means 
to be alive and want to embody this principle in even the simplest things.

2010/2011
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Torch Large, Medium, Small. Designer: Jonas Damon. Material: New Growth Beech Wood, Aluminum, Rubber. 
Dimensions: 13 x 2.25 x 2, 8 x 2 x 2, 6 x 1.5 x 1.5 inches. Output is 120 Lumens, 60 Lumens.  Unconventionally 
simple and eco-friendly, this flashlight belongs on your table, not hidden in a drawer. The designer’s 
intention was to take the industrial edge off an iconic, mass produced product and to give it new life. 
Flashlights are typically made from plastic or Aluminum. New growth Beech wood transforms the utilitarian 
into something tactile and engaging. The end cap, which unscrews for easy battery replacement, houses 
the convenient on/off switch. With energy efficient LED bulb. 

Moby Tape Dispenser. Designer: Jonas Damon. Material: New Growth Beech Wood. Dimensions: 5 x 4 x 2 inches. 
A stylish addition to your stylish desk.

Still Life
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Bank in the Form of a Pig. Designer: Harry Allen. 
Material: Resin and Marble. Dimensions: 10 x 5.25 
x 18 inches. Cast from a pig that died of natural 
causes. The bank holds up to $10,000 in dollar 
bills.

The Reality Series consists of forms that are cast 
from real objects. The designer’s process has 
always emphasized the inherent beauty of things 
– beauty from concept, beauty from materials, 
and beauty from structure. Using a technique 
that involves casting resin in highly detailed 
silicone molds, he is able to borrow from the 
world around him with precision. The pieces are 
challenging yet familiar, serious yet amusing. 
Reality is the perfect outlet for Mr. Allen’s 
complex sensibility which is at once literal, 
iconic, and functional.
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Pickup. Designer: Harry Allen. Material: Resin and Marble. Dimensions: 5 x 12 x 6 inches. Harry Allen 
loves trucks. His immaculately restored 1964 Willys Jeep was recently featured in the New York Times, 
but it was his fond memories of playing in the dirt that lead him to the idea of “Pickup”. The beauty 
of any pickup truck is its utilitarian aesthetic - four strong wheels and the capacity to haul cargo. 
Harry had function on his mind as he cast a toy truck and turned it into a catch-all bowl. As with all 
REALITY products, it is the material transformation that completes the idea. “Pickup” is functional art 
for the home. 

Roller Stop. Designer: Harry Allen. Material: Resin and Marble. Dimensions: 11 x 4 x 10.75 inches. This 
iconic roller skate functions as a bookend, door stop, or 1970’s fetish object.

Mixed Fruit Bowl. Designer: Harry Allen. Material: Resin and Marble. Dimensions: 10.5 x 8.5 x 4.5 inches. 
Cast from an assortment of fruit. 

Bank in the Form of a Pig. Designer: Harry Allen. Material: Resin and Marble. Dimensions: 10 x 5.25 x 18 
inches. Limited to an edition of 300. Cast from a pig that died of natural causes. 
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My Brother’s Frame. Designer: Harry Allen. 
Material: Resin and Marble.Dimensions: 18.5 x 23 
x 4 inches. Cast from a frame that the designer 
happened upon in his brother’s closet. The image 
size in the frame is for a 4 x 6 inch photo.
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Bank in the Form of a Pig. Designer: Harry Allen. Material: Resin and Marble. Dimensions: 10 x 5.25 x 18 
inches. Cast from a pig that died of natural causes. The bank holds up to $10,000 in dollar bills.        

Banana Bowl. Designer: Harry Allen. Material: Resin and Marble. Dimensions: 6 x 13 x 10 inches. This 
elegant bowl was cast from a ripe bunch of bananas.

Brush Vase. Designer:  Harry Allen. Material: Resin and Marble. Dimensions: 12 x 5 x 6 inches. Brush Vase 
was originally intended to hold paint brushes, but we thought filling it with flowers was a beautiful idea 
too, so we’ve included a glass insert to hold water.

Grans Candlestick. Designer: Harry Allen. Material: Resin and Marble. Dimensions: 14 x 4.5 x 4.5 inches. 
Cast from the designer’s grandmother’s sterling candlestick. This is the piece which, in 2004, inspired 
the Reality line.
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C’Mere, Grab, Offer Hand Hooks. Designer: Harry Allen. Material: Resin and Marble. Dimensions: Varies. 
Cast from the designer’s hand. These hooks are a catchall for keys, change, soap, or any small thing that 
needs a helpful hand. Includes wall mounting hardware.
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Menorah. Designer: Josh Owen. Material: Cast Iron. Dimensions: 11 x 11 x 3.5 inches. Menorah integrates 
a catch for wax. 

Distortion Candlestick. Designer: Paul Loebach. Material: Resin and Marble. Dimensions: 3 x 3 x 10 
inches. A traditional candlestick form is distorted through a 3D rendering program, rapid prototyped, 
then cast.
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Cubebot Medium, Small. Designer:  David Weeks. Material: Sustainably Harvested Cherry Wood. Dimensions: 
9.5 inches tall with 13.5 inch arm span (at play); 3.5 x 3.5 inch cube (at rest) & 6.75 inches tall with 
9.25 inch arm span (at play); 2.5 x 2.5 inch cube (at rest). 

Robot toys are usually made of plastic and require batteries — but not this one! Inspired by the Japanese 
Shinto Kumi-ki puzzles, the Cubebot is a non-traditional take on the toy robot by joining ancient Japanese 
traditions with contemporary toy culture.

Cubebots’s powerful hardwood frame can hold many poses, and his elastic-band muscles and durable wood 
limbs make him impervious to breakage. When it’s time for him to rest, he folds into a perfect cube. An 
enduring classic that will withstand generations of play.
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Satsuma Lamp. Designer: Jonas Damon. Material: 
Plywood. Dimensions: 16 x 16 x 12 inches

Satsuma is a table lamp whose wood construction 
and radiating blades transform harsh light into a 
warm glow. Its silhouette is at once traditional, 
stylized and iconic.
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2B Radio. Designer: Jonas Damon. Material: Aluminum and MDF. Dimensions: 8.75 x 12.75 x 7 inches. Its 
three vacuum tubes broadcast signals in big, warm, radiant sound. Watch the tubes at work through the 
open back. MP3 compatible.

Twice Twice Clock. Designer: Jonas Damon. Material: Aluminum and ABS. Dimensions: 13 x 8 x 1 inches. A 
modern interpretation of the two-sided railway station clock. Free-standing or wall-mountable.

Numbers LED Clock. Designer: Jonas Damon. Material: ABS, RoHS Compliant Electronics. Dimensions: 2 x 8 x 
1.5 inches. An alarm clock consisting of four 2 inch tall cubes. Each cube displays one glowing LED digit 
to make up the time display. Unlike static boxes usually associated with alarm clocks, this interactive 
collection of changing numbers can be arranged in any configuration.
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Magno Radio Large. Medium. Small, Micro. Designer: Singgih Kartono. Material: Naturally Harvested New 
Growth Wood. Dimensions: Varies. Hand-crafted in an Indonesian farming village, the Magno AM/FM radio 
has an appealing mix of retro and modern styling. Made from new growth wood, for every tree that is used 
in production, a new one is planted. Its uncoated surface should be oiled periodically to encourage a 
deeper connection between user and object. MP3 compatible, with short wave reception.

Singgih Kartono received the 2008 Good Design Award in Tokyo and the 2009 Brit Insurance Award in London 
for this design. The radios are also featured in the 2010 Cooper-Hewitt National Design Triennial: Why 
Design Now Exhibition.

Desk Accessories. Material: Naturally Harvested Mahogany and Sonokeling Wood. Boxed Dimensions: Varies. 
Hand-crafted in an Indonesian farming village, this desk set follows the best sustainable practices in 
terms of materials and production. The designer’s use of T-shape joints insures strength and adds a 
beautiful design detail. It is his quest to achieve functionality and absolute simplicity. The desk set 
includes four components: a tape dispenser, stapler, envelope opener, and pen/card/envelope holder.. The 
Stapler uses standard No. 10 staples (10mm x 5mm).
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Hanno the Gorilla. Designer David Weeks. Material: Sustainably Harvested Beech Wood. Dimensions: 12 x 
6.5 x 3.5 inches. 

Ursa the Bear. Material: Sustainably Harvested Beech Wood. Dimensions: 13.5 x 6.5 x 5.75 inches . 

Hattie the Elephant. Material: Sustainably Harvested Beech Wood. Dimensions: 17 x 8 x 6 inches. 

Simus the Rhino. Material: Sustainably Harvested Beech Wood. Dimensions: 12 x 5.5 x 4 inches. 
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On/Off Light Switch. Designer: Tobias Wong. 
Material: Lucite and Metal. Dimensions: 3.25 x 4 
x 6 inches.

Encased in a Lucite box, this wireless light 
switch melds wit with functionality.
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Dinner Plates Set of 4. Designer: Jason Miller. Material: Porcelain. The “Seconds” series challenges the 
rules surrounding modern day consumer items. Do decorations always need to be centered? Is a whole bird 
better than a half? These elegant “mistakes” are artfully and carefully applied.
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Forget Me Knot Ring. Designer: Kiel Mead. 
Material: Sterling Silver or 14K Gold. A 
poetic knot, tied around your finger in 
celebration of remembrance. 

Matchstick Necklace. Designer: Kiel Mead. 
Material: Sterling Silver or 14K Gold 
(plated). On 22” chain. 

Drill Bit Necklace. Designer: Kiel Mead. 
Material: Sterling Silver, 14K Gold 
(plated). On 22” chain. 

Retainer Necklace. Designer: Kiel Mead. 
Material: Silver or 14K Gold, over Brass. 
On 30” chain.

Forget Me Knot Necklace. Designer Kiel 
Mead. Material: Sterling Silver or 14K 
Gold. On 22” chain.         

Camera Necklace. Designer: Kiel Mead. 
Material: Silver or 14K Gold, over Brass. 
On 30” chain. 
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Elongated Rattle. Designer: Noel Wiggins. Material: German Silver with 14K Gold Overlay. Dimensions: 1.75 
x 4.5 x 1.75 inches. Hand-tuned sixteen tone baby rattle. Adult supervision required.

Barbell Rattle. Designer: Noel Wiggins. Material: German Silver with Hematite Overlay. Dimensions: 1.75 
x 5 x 1.75 inches. Hand-tuned sixteen tone baby rattle. Adult supervision required.

Forget Me Knot Ring. Designer: Kiel Mead. Material: 14K Gold. A poetic knot, tied around your finger in 
celebration of remembrance.
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Atomix. Designer:  Francois Dallegret. Material: Acrylic and Stainless Steel. Dimensions: 5 x 5 x 1 
inch. Dating back to the 1960’s, the designer has re-introduced his artful plaything for a 21st century 
audience. Made from 6000 high precision stainless steel balls, Atomix creates an infinite number of 
fractal patterns when shaken, tilted, or rotated.     

Geo-Birdhouse. Designer: Kelly Lamb. Dimensions: 8 x 8 x 8 inches. Material: Ceramic. Description: 
Inspired by the geodesic dome popularized by architect Buckminster Fuller. Its rounded shape makes an 
ideal nesting place for wrens, finches, swallows, warblers, and other small birds. An easy access door 
allows for simple cleaning so you can freshen the house at the start of each season.
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Eliza Honey

Originally from Mexico City, Eliza Honey is now based in 
London where she writes and edits content for a website. 
Before that, she spent several years in New York City working 
with publications such as House & Garden and The New Yorker. 
She thinks of the summers she spent in California growing up 
every time she hears the song ‘Red Vines’ by Aimee Mann. Eliza 
Honey is her real name.

Mein Papierhaus
I bought this cardboard house at a toy store named Van Kloeden in the Charlottenburg 
neighborhood in Berlin. It’s one of  the only souvenirs I bought during my visit. My 
friends bought Dr. Hausckha creams, Wolford stockings, and those unsexily-sexy knit 
undershirts.  My German pursuits remained childish.  I came back to the US with an old 
set of  East German house blocks, this cardboard house, and magic sets for kids.  I’m 
not exactly stuck in my childhood; I just happen to love primary colors and simple, lo-fi 
design.  

When I got home, I took the house out of  its box, assembled it, and put it in my bedroom.  
It has since then moved with me to every place I’ve called home.  The cardboard house is 
meant to be a sort of  fill-in-the-blanks coloring book, but I’ve never managed to decide 
on a look, so I’ve left it blank, down to its timber frame and shingled roof.  There’s a 
lemon tree too, and a doghouse and a grandma peeking out from one of  the windows. I 
admire the simplicity of  the design and its potential - the simple hope that I might have 
a real home of  my own too, bearing my marks, colored the way I’d like, with a happy 
little family inside, and a dog for the dog house.  In the meantime, I remain a hopeful 
renting, squatting, and floating nomad. I’ll continue to assemble and re-assemble this 
little cardboard haus each time I move, and a simple reminder it remains

In thinking about the ways we become attached to the things we 
live with, how we develop emotional connection with ordinary 
objects, and how our belongings become extensions of ourselves 
— we have asked six individuals to tell us about an object in 
their life which best embodies these relationships.

Object Stories

Julia Turshen 

Julia Turshen is a native New Yorker who began exploring 
her love of food since before she can remember.  A graduate 
of Barnard College’s prestigious writing program, Julia 
has combined her passion for all things edible with her 
affection for words.  Most notably, she co-authored Spain: 
A Culinary Road Trip with Mario Batali and Gwyneth Paltrow, 
is contributing to Ms. Paltrow’s My Father’s Daughter, and 
has written extensively for GOOP.com, interviewmagazine.com, 
and Food & Wine.  Currently she’s working on a new PBS show 
and cookbook about Korean cuisine with Jean-Georges and Marja 
Vongerichten.  She also works as a private chef and is an 
occasional poet.

Stir Crazy
I don’t remember exactly when I fell in love with whisks, but they have become a major 
symbol, a veritable emblem, in my life.  They gained great importance a month after my 
nineteenth birthday.  But before I tell you how, I must give a little background.

I have loved to cook since before I can remember, as if  I was actually born stirring a 
pot or drying lettuce leaves.  I was dubbed Julia-THE-Child by my family, exchanging 
cartoons for cooking shows, comic books for food magazines.  I threw my first dinner 
party at 4, was making Thanksgiving for 25 people at about 11 or 12.  I was, and remain, 
serious about being in the kitchen.  

I was never, however, the tattoo type.  But for a few months I dreamed about a little 
whisk on my hip.  I thought it unexpected, clever, whimsical.  So I got it done.  It was 
particularly significant, this first whisk, because I unknowingly got it the same day Julia 
Child died.  While coincidences happen, this felt mildly eerie and strangely encouraging.

Since then, whisks have peppered my life.  My mother drew the one that’s on my business 
card, the one I get so many compliments on.  My dear Aunt Debby gave me a miniature 
whisk that, like all miniaturized things, is impossibly adorable.  My best friend suggested 
the most incredible name when I wanted to incorporate — I am now the proprietor of  
Whisky Business, LLC.  

I don’t just admire whisks, I put them to use.  Just watch my wrist when it’s vinaigrette 
time.  Soufflé?  Okay.  Whisks are indispensable, those elegant whispers of  wire tangled 
but oh so organized.  They are beautiful, functional; you can put them on display and 
in the dishwasher too.  I love a balloon whisk, as if  it took a big breath of  air and is just 
holding it in.  Whisks can be a pain to wash, but that’s okay.  Most things we love are 
occasionally difficult.    

Speaking of  which, my favorite whisk, the most special whisk I own, is made of  black 
wire, hand-crafted by someone I try to pretend I’m no longer in love with (but who are 
we kidding?).  It was a gift.  It’s short and a little crude, but incredibly thoughtful and I 
think it’s stunning.  Kind-of  like the person who made it.  This whisk I don’t use, but I 
love it and I look at it every day.  
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Clare Richfield

A native of Boston, Clare Richfield lives in New York. She works 
as a Research Associate at the New York Historical Society, 
conducting curatorial research for history exhibitions. She 
specializes in post-WWII American history and culture. Outside 
of work, Clare is a printmaker (intaglio and woodcut) and a 
food enthusiast.

Deer. Have you ever basked in the misery of  familial obligation? Age 
withered my grandmother’s body before her mind. Pushing 90, she relinquished her 
independence and moved out of  her house — the house my mother grew up in, with the 
laundry chute I slithered down in my mind, and the seemingly cavernous wall cabinets 
that shrank as I grew between visits. Before she moved, “Mama” summoned our family 
to Cincinnati to divide her estate. It was a macabre request, but also one rooted in life. She 
wanted to watch her possessions pass into the hands of  her children and grandchildren. 
She knew this process would transfuse her essence from her body to ours.

My mother and I stayed in Cincinnati longer than the others, weeding through the 
remaining belongings to prepare for the move. We attacked the attic first, where three 
flights of  stairs shielded us from my grandmother’s interference and disapproval. She 
was a self-proclaimed salvager (who married the president of  a scrap company), as 
well as an information fiend, and protested whenever we dared to throw something 
out. The attic was a trove of  familial lore. Ensconced among the report cards, plaques, 
camping silverware, luggage, ball gowns, golf  clubs, and ashtrays were two freestanding 
mirrors shaped like deer, with crowns of  antlers framing the oval glass. I claimed them 
for myself  immediately. In their current condition, the mirrors are useless as anything 
but decoration. One is pocked with spots where the aluminum wore away, and the other 
is missing its glass entirely. They are hand-painted and heavy, left over from an age when 
metal predominated plastic and woodland creatures connoted no sense of  Brooklynic 
irony. I never asked my grandmother where the mirrors came from, when she bought 
them, or why she owned two. I would rather wonder. When Mama died this winter, I 
thought about the life she left behind and the life I have in front of  me that she will never 
witness. But, the deer continue to link us. The mirror that once held her reflection now 
holds mine. I look and see myself, and know that she saw herself, and know that we saw 
ourselves in each other.

Scoopy. According to the official Honda website, the Honda Sh 75, 
the “Scoopy”, was first introduced in Spain in 1984. That year Niki Lauda won the F-1 
championship and my childhood favorite pilot Sito Pons his first GP. Throughout my 
school years, that was the scooter every kid wanted. At some point, it became the most 
popular scooter in Barcelona overtaking the old but beautiful Montesa Impala. Everyone 
sported it with a different style; the tough kids used to cut short the handle bars, get cool 
and loud exhausts, remove the fenders and incorporate a side-stand so the bike looked 
cooler when parked. The yuppies in general were all fans of  windshields and luggage 
boxes to store their helmets, usually horse riding helmets.

In the summer of  1996 I was 15. My father got me a job with a friend of  his that owned 
a football pitch and organized amateur leagues. I had to take care of  all the equipment, 
so I spent two months that summer counting footballs inside a metal box. It was so hot; 
every 20 minutes I had to sit outside until the sweat would dry. But I got really tanned 
and fit, and when they paid me, I bought this bike. She was already 8 years old, but 
looking good. I always fantasized about getting myself  an Impala, but with the years 
the Scoopy became more and more rare and I started to appreciate it. I love it because 
it is beautiful, simple, it never breaks, and I don’t need to have a lock because nobody is 
interested in stealing it. I feel it is part of  the history of  Barcelona and after all these years 
I would feel bad to abandon her like a useless machine. She’s the only inanimate object I 
own that I have some affection for, and definitely the only one I give a gender.

Nacho Alegre

Nacho Alegre is one of the founding editors of Apartamento 
magazine. He is also a photographer, focusing mainly on 
fashion and portraiture.  He is based in Barcelona. He is 
good with plants. 
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This story is about an object, or actually — two objects — that are very special to me. In 
the fall of  2008, I woke up one morning after a party and found I had lost my favorite 
scarf. It was just one I had bought in Chinatown off  the street the year before, but it 
broke my heart a little bit. 

Fresh out of  college and 22 years old, I had this feeling that everything I purchased 
(no matter how small) would somehow stay with me for the rest of  my life. This was 
possibly an irrational feeling, but a very real one to me at the time. This meant that every 
object I purchased at the time was carefully selected and thought about with regard to its 
usefulness and aesthetic value in “the long run.” Everything had to be special but classic, 
vaguely sentimental but timeless.

So of  course I decided to go back to Chinatown and buy a new scarf  identical to the one 
I lost but the one I wanted was nowhere in sight. It was just a simple black and grey plaid 
“cashmere” thing but I couldn’t find it. So I settled on one almost identical to it: a cream 
and pale brown plaid. Soon it became even more a favorite than the one before. I wore 
it every day and I seemed never to be without it. 

One day, I found myself  halfway through my work day and was about to step out for 
lunch but the scarf  was nowhere in sight. This was a bit upsetting to me and I spent 
the rest of  the day worrying about it. On my way home as I exited the train near my 
apartment, I spotted what I thought was my scarf  lying in the street a block away from 
my apartment. It looked so sad so very quickly I scooped it up and carried it home — 
99only to discover my actual scarf  lying on my bed, safe and sound. 

After washing the identical street-scarf, I let it sit in my closet for about a year until it 
became cold again. Now I love and wear them both. No one can tell them apart and I 
have no fear of  ever losing them. 

Pair

Jessica Williams 

Jessica Williams is an interdisciplinary artist based in New 
York City. She was born in Alaska and raised in Texas and 
the Southwest. Her work has been featured in exhibitions and 
publications globally, including solo shows in Barcelona and 
Malmö, Sweden. Since graduating from the Cooper Union in 
2008, she has been trying out all sorts of different jobs 
while still producing her own work. At the moment she is part 
of the small Brooklyn based design company BAGGU. Jessica 
also likes cats.

Working as a creative director over the years, I can’t 
help but find myself  more and more focused on 
details and the bigger part the details can form 
when combined. This happens not just through my 
work for clients, but also in the things I collect, the 
products I sell in my shop, and the brands we sell in 
our denim inspired boutique in Amsterdam called 
Tenue de Nîmes. The things we like aesthetically 
are products in which all the details are in harmony 
with each other. I believe that we can all sense this, 
and that it influences our unconscious decisions of  
what we have, what we do or don’t do.

These days, one of  my favorite objects is my vintage 
Rolex Datejust from ‘81. I wish it were a present I 
had gotten from my grandpa, but it’s not. I bought 
it after my first successful year at my own company 
and instantly fell in love with it. 

In today’s society, I feel there’s an absence of  
details; forms and colors are becoming elementary 
and every single product is trying to get our full 
attention... Thanks to an overwhelming amount of  
products surrounding us, we’ve become blind to the 
products out there that are elegant and balanced. 
Why? 

On Details
Because you need to stand still for a moment to see 
the beauty in them. The product doesn’t ask your 
attention; it is there waiting for you.

The sound, the weight of  my watch — it’s really 
bizarre how you can almost feel the age in it. 
The best detail is the white gold linen dial. Every 
morning when I put it on I’m touched by its 
simplicity, beauty, and sound.

I strongly believe that the kinds of  products that 
show that the creator has thought about all the 
details — the material, the touch, the finishing — 
and balanced them all together into one object are 
extremely important for us today. We’ve lost the 
details in our products; we will lose the details in 
ourselves and each other if  we have not already. 
Products and places can help us rediscover and get 
back our lost love for details. 

When I think about all the objects in my life that 
demonstrate this thought process, I find that each 
piece is of  a distinct quality and balanced simplicity. 
I hope I can grow old together with all these pieces, 
see them age with me. Most likely they will last 
longer than I — that is the tender beauty of  it.

Joachim Baan 

Joachim Baan founded Anothercompany in 2007 as his personal creative outlet. 
Three years later Anothercompany is now a collaborative network serving 
a broad range of clients and initiatives internationally in retail and 
fashion. Joachim Baan works as the creative director of both Anothercompany 
and the denim inspired boutique Tenue de Nîmes, and is the brain behind 
Anothersomething, a successful lifestyle blog documenting the beauty of 
cultures. Joachim has a hopelessly adorable son named Birk. They live in 
Utrecht.
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Mixed Fruit Bowl. Designer: Harry Allen. Material: Resin 
and Marble. Dimensions: 10.5 x 8.5 x 4.5 inches. Cast from 
an assortment of fruit, this unusual and elegant bowl holds 
a good assortment of fruit and looks lovely even when empty.

Robotrilla Ashtray. Designer: David Weeks. Material: Resin 
and Marble. Dimensions: 3 x 4.5 x 6 inches. An iconic 
ashtray that guarantees hours of enjoyment. Watch as the 
smoke comes out of its eyes and nose. It looks just as 
intriguing on a coffee table, filled with candies or nuts, or 
on your desk as a housing for your cell phone or i-Pod.

Atomix. Designer:  Francois Dallegret. Material: Acrylic and 
Stainless Steel. Dimensions: 5 x 5 x 1 inch.

Cubebot Medium. Designer:  David Weeks. Material: 
Sustainably Harvested Cherry Wood. Dimensions: 9.5 inches 
tall with 13.5 inch arm span (at play); 3.5 x 3.5 inch cube 
(at rest).

AREAWARE in the home and studio of designer 
Ross Menuez.
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Coat Rack. Designer: Rich Brilliant Willing. 
Material: Beech wood, bronze, copper, steel. 
Dimensions: 60 x 22 x 22 inches.

This coat rack was originally designed for 
‘McMasterpieces,’ a show curated by Sight Unseen’s 
Monica Khemsurov for New York Design Week in 
2009. Thirteen New York City based designers 
were invited to create finished furniture pieces 
and objects using only components found in the 
industrial supply catalog, McMaster Carr.

Bias Clock. Designer: Rich, Brilliant, Willing. 
Material: Injected ABS. Dimensions: 12.3 x 12.3 
x 3.3 inches.43



Orbit Chandelier. Designer: Patrick Townsend. 
Material: Wire and Aluminum. Dimensions: 32 inches 
in diameter x 32 inches high. The magnificent Orbit 
utilizes a tension/compression design based on 
the same principle as a suspension bridge. Plug 
in this dimmable chandelier to watch it take on 
a wholly new aura. The 40 white bulbs glow with 
a whimsical and refreshing energy. Illuminating 
a room has never been so interesting. 336 total 
watts.

Nesting Tables/Step Stools. Designer: Paul 
Loebach. Material: Wood and MDF with safety 
hinges. Dimensions: 17.25 x 14 x 18 inches. This 
set of three nesting tables/stools each opens at 
top, with safety hinged lids for inconspicuous 
storage. Inspired by the simple versatility of 
American Shaker furniture.

String 19. Designer: Patrick Townsend. Material: 
Wire and Aluminum. At first glance, the String Light 
looks industrial and exposed, with 19 variably 
sized light bulbs protruding from powder coated 
aluminum casings, dangling at random from a 84 
inch cord. Plug in this dimmable light fixture and 
the String Light assumes a wholly new aura. The 17 
white bulbs and 2 red bulbs glow with a whimsical 
and refreshing energy. Illuminating a room has 
never been so interesting. 195 total watts.

Fauna. Designer: Ross Menuez. Material: Organic 
Cotton. Dimensions: Varies. Cushions or dolls, 
inspired by Victorian shaped pillows. Graphics 
based on the first mass produced images from 19th 
century illustrations.
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Satsuma Lamp. Designer: Jonas Damon. 
Material: Plywood. Dimensions: 16 x 16 
x 12 inches. 

Areaware: How long have you been living 
and working in this space? How did you 
make it truly yours?
Ross Menuez: We’ve been here for 
about four months—it’s been a little 
disorienting. I try to lay out the 
basic space to the function and get to 
work.  The “inhabiting” part usually 
takes care of itself.  

A: What’s the difference between 
designing for yourself and designing 
for other people?     
RM: It’s so much easier when you design 
for yourself, because it’s like giving 
a gift that you think is special. 
When you’re designing for a specific 
customer, you run the risk of it 
becoming a bad act of ventriloquism, 
unless you actually work one on one 
with them. 

A: India, of all the things your dad has 
ever designed, what’s your favorite? 
India Menuez: I think it’s a three-way 
tie or maybe even four, but one of them 
is a really simple drawing he did in an 
old notebook that I ripped out and put 
on my wall at my mom’s house. “Nothing 
is faster than absolute stillness,” 
is written above the picture and the 
drawing matches that idea. 

A: Do you feel that your dad’s profession 
has shaped you as a person? 
IM: Oh god, in many ways he almost feels 
like an older brother. I definitely get 
a lot [of me] from him. Of course, I get 
a lot of my aesthetic [sense] from him 
as well and my avoidance of drama too. 
Most importantly, both of my parents 
being self-employed individuals has 
led me to want the same for myself. 

A: And how would you describe India? 
Do you share any characteristics?

RM: India is unstoppable. I’m just 
happy to be around her and watch 
what happens.  She’s also pretty 
fearless creatively and that’s a great 
inspiration. If she gets anything from 
me it’s her unfortunate comfort with 
chaos. 

A: Has being a father changed the way 
you look at yourself as an artist or 
designer? 
RM: I don’t actually reflect on how 
it has changed me as a designer—I 
just assume it must have. What I’m 
more aware of is the natural force 
that comes through kids. Their ideas 
are unstoppable and get expressed 
consciously or unconsciously all the 
time. 

A: Who are your role models?                                                                                                    
IM: Nausicaä [from the science-fiction 
manga by Hayao Miyazaki] was my first 
and only true hero—her deep connection 
to nature, her strength and bravery. 
She’s perfect and she also has my hair 
color! Then Dynasty Handbag, this 
brilliant performance artist, and many 
of my friends: charming, smart, and 
insane.      
RM: Buckminster Fuller is a great hero. 
Also Bruno Munari and Sori Yanagi—two 
of the greatest “industrial designers” 
who could build buildings, massive 
structures like highway systems and 
bridges, and also children’s toys and 
cartoons. 

A: What is the most important piece of 
advice India has ever given you?                                  
RM: Don’t take it too seriously. 

A: And how about from your dad? 
IM: It doesn’t really ever matter what 
everyone else thinks.

An interview with one of AREAWARE’s 
founding designers Ross Menuez and 
his 17-year old daughter India. India 
Salvor Menuez is the namesake of Salvor 
Projects, Menuez’s line of graphically 
printed women’s apparel and accessories. 
Ross Menuez is also the designer behind 
numerous AREAWARE products.

Ross and India.
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Roller Stop. Designer: Harry Allen. Material: Resin and Marble. Dimensions: 11 x 4 x 10.75 inches. 

Banana Bowl. Designer: Harry Allen. Material: Resin and Marble. Dimensions: 6 x 13 x 10 inches. 

Twice Twice Clock. Designer: Jonas Damon. Material: Aluminum and ABS. Dimensions: 13 x 8 x 1 inches. 

Chain Plates. Designer: Jason Miller. Material: Porcelain
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Icosa. Designer: Ross Menuez. Material: Felt, cord set. Dimensions: 12 x 12 x 12 inches. The Icosa’s 
structure, inspired by Buckminster Fuller’s legendary Geodesic dome, transforms soft felt into a stable, 
crystalline form. The felt’s filtering properties convert harsh fluorescent light into a warm glow.

Bottle Opener. Designer: Brendan Ravenhill. Material:  Beech or Walnut. Dimensions: 4.5 x 1.5 x .75 inches. 
Sophisticated in its rustic simplicity. A magnetized bottle opener that you will find indispensible.

Tool Set. Designer: Jonas Damon. Material: New Growth Beech. Dimensions: Each item in the set measures 
6 inches
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Animal Boxes: Llama, Rhino, Whale, Bull, Polar Bear. Designer: Karl Zahn. Material: New 
growth beech wood, magnetic closure, screw.
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Numbers LED Clock. Designer: Jonas Damon. Material: ABS, RoHS Compliant Electronics. Dimensions: 2 x 8 x 
1.5 inches. An alarm clock consisting of four 2 inch tall cubes. Each cube displays one glowing LED digit 
to make up the time display. Unlike static boxes usually associated with alarm clocks, this interactive 
collection of changing numbers can be arranged in any configuration.

Off-Axis Watch. Designer: Eric Janssen. Material: Stainless Steel and Polyurethane. At first glance, OFF-
AXIS appears to be a cleanly designed high-quality archetypal wristwatch, which it is, but with a clever 
twist: the viewing axis of the dial has been rotated clockwise by 30 degrees. This simple innovation makes 
bending at the elbow in order to read the time obsolete. Finally a watch that works the way people do.
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Felt Jewelry: Loop, Long Link, Plank, Slink [ivory], Slink [charcoal]. Designer: 
Heather Keiko. Material: Felt with chain. Handmade in Australia.
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Harry Allen

Harry Allen is an award-winning interior and industrial designer who achieved prominence in 1994 for his design of Moss, 
the design gallery in New York City. He has also designed a number of retail interiors including Supreme apparel stores, and 
Hushush in Japan. As a product designer, his clients include Magis, Aveda, Steuben, Johnson & Johnson, and La Mer. Mr. 
Allen has received numerous awards, and his work is in the permanent collection of the Museum of Modern Art in New York 
City and the Brooklyn Museum of Art.

Aruliden

Aruliden is a brand strategy and product design consultancy formed by Rinat Aruh and Johan Liden in 2006. 

Rinat Aruh, with her non-traditional approach to design and marketing, has led and collaborated on diverse projects for 
retail environments, mobile communications, automotive launches, and consumer packaging. Before Gap Inc. brought her 
to work on a new brand initiative as VP of Marketing, she held the position of Global Strategy Manager for MINI Lifestyle 
at BMW Group in Munich, where she was responsible for product development, brand extensions as well as new business 
strategies. Her fashion experience extends to women’s ready-to-wear label, MaxMara, where she held various positions in 
the US market. Rinat holds a B.S.B.A. in marketing from Boston University in Massachusetts.

Johan Liden, originally from Sweden, began his US experience by working for clients such as Birkenstock, Nike, BMW, 
Nissan, Herman Miller, Hewlett Packard, Microsoft, and Toshiba during his tenure at fuseproject. Johan later joined MAC 
Cosmetics, where he was responsible for developing multiple product lines. He was also invited to develop special product 
categories, including the Sean Jean fragrance, resulting in one of the most successful fragrance introductions to date. He 
was then recruited by Nike’s Converse division, where he shaped some of our favorite products in the marketplace. 

Jonas Damon

A graduate of the Rhode Island School of Design, Jonas Damon was raised in Germany and worked in Paris and London 
before establishing his design consultancy, Office For Design, in New York City in 2001. In London, he developed furniture 
and lighting for Tom Dixon’s Eurolounge before becoming a design manager for the European retail group Habitat UK. 
Jonas’ collaboration with clients ranges from the design of specific products and product lines to shaping the design 
process as whole. His client base includes Dune, Umbra, Harter, Idee, 2x4, and Vitra.

Francois Dallegret

Following studies in architecture at the Ecole National Supérieure des Beaux-arts de Paris, François Dallegret focused his 
research and creativity on ‘plastic arts’ and technology, a field that was growing rapidly at the time, and which he continues 
to explore to this day. He sees technology as a limitless expanse in which he can explore new ways of seeing the world and 
acting on it. Early works in this study include the “mechanical drawings” presented at the Galerie Iris Clret in Paris in 1962. 
Since that time, he continues to challenge and measure the forms of our perception of objects and architecture.

Eric Janssen

American designer Eric Janssen (b. 1964) has been designing products and furniture from his studio in New York City since 
1997. His work exhibits a keen interest in materials and production processes, as well as a simple, archetypal approach to 
form. A subtle wit is often present in his sculptural and iconic designs. In addition to designing for AREAWARE, Janssen has 
designed products for The Museum of Modern Art and Merlo-T (Switzerland), among others. His designs have appeared in 
numerous exhibitions, trade fairs and publications worldwide.

Singgih Kartono

Singgih Kartono graduated from Indonesia’s Bandung Institute of Technology with a degree in Product Design and returned 
to his village of Kandangan to establish Piranti Works and teach carpentry skills following New Craft principles. He also set 
up a tree nursery where trees are planted to replace those used in production and distributed to villagers to re-plant on 
their own land. Singgih’s use of materials and his production methods help tackle socio-economic and ecological problems 
of his village. His urge to give back to Kandangan has become the source of his energy and passion. Singgih is the recipient 
of Japan’s prestigious ‘Good Design’ award.

Heather Keiko

Heather Keiko is a Sydney based design studio specializing in hand-crafted jewelry and textiles, predominantly using the 
medium of felt. The studio was founded in 2007 in London by Heather Noonan, an Australian textile designer. Her love of 
subtle details and tactility push her to draw out the true beauty of each material that she uses. Her work is playful through 
its familiarity of shape, which conversely exhibits ambiguity through its materiality and repetitive layering. The studio has 
partaken in local London craft markets, notably ‘Upmarket Sunday’ in Spitalfields, where it received much success and 
positive feedback. Since March 2009 she has relocated to Australia where current designs are hand-crafted. 

Paul Koh

Paul Koh was born in 1979 and raised in the metro Detroit area. He attended Stanford University (BS ‘01, MS ‘02), where he 
studied engineering and design. Since graduation, Paul has been a consultant with a Palo Alto based design firm, helping 
to develop products for companies including Apple, Danger, Coca-Cola, and Microsoft. He currently lives and works in New 

York City, where he founded his own design studio, PKOH NYC.

Kelly Lamb

Kelly Lamb is a multi-media artist and designer who grew up in Marblehead and graduated from Bennington College. She 
has had two solo exhibitions and has participated in shows and installations at the Andrea Rosen Gallery, The New Museum, 
the Armory Show, and Art Basel in Switzerland and Miami. Kelly has worked on projects with Salvatore Ferragamo and 
Coca-Cola and her photography has been featured in publications such as the New York Times and Artforum. She received 
a Bessie Award and a Tiffany Grant as part of a collaborative art group called the B-Team

Paul Loebach

Paul Loebach was raised in Cincinnati amid the industrial landscape of the Midwestern US and graduated from Rhode 
Island School of Design in 2002. Descended from a long line of German woodworkers, Paul sees his projects as a fusion 
of his family’s distant and more recent histories. After graduating, Paul established a design studio in New York City where 
he is a consultant, specializing in wood furniture and emerging mass manufacturing technologies. Paul believes design is a 
semiotic language and must therefore hold a balance between the continuity of recognizable imagery and the poetic shift 
of innovation. 

Kiel Mead

Kiel Mead finds beauty in the mundane - a drill bit, a matchstick, a wad of chewing gum, even a dental retainer. His creations 
are as stunning as they are unexpected. Since graduating from the Pratt Institute in 2006, his jewelry and furniture designs 
have become highly sought after and been featured in numerous publications, including The New York Times, InStyle, and 
New York Magazine. Kiel is co-founder of the American Design Club, which fosters the appreciation of American design and 
aids in the advancement of young designers.

Ross Menuez

In addition to the Fauna collection which he created for Areaware, Ross Menuez has designed everything from kitchen, 
office, and home furnishings to commercial interiors for shops and restaurants throughout the United States, Europe, and 
Japan. Menuez also founded Salvor Projects in 2003, for which he was a finalist in the 2009 Cooper-Hewitt National Design 
Awards in Product Design. Early projects include commissioned pieces for Bruce Weber, Mariko Mori and a costume for 
Bjork. The line is currently sold at Barneys New York, Dover Street Market, Isetan, Maria Luisa and Space Mue.

Jason Miller

Jason Miller was born in New York in 1971. He received a BA from Indiana University in 1993 and an MFA from the New 
York Academy of Art in 1995. Jason worked as a studio assistant for Jeff Koons, an art director for Ogilvy and Mather, and 
a designer for Karim Rashid until he formed his own studio in 2001. Jason designs everything from interiors to furniture 
to tchotchka, working in a multitude of mediums and drawing upon everyday aspects of American culture to create his 
designs. In 2006, Jason received the Bombay Sapphire ‘Rising Star Award’ and was named ‘Best Breakthrough Designer’ 
by Wallpaper in 2007. 

Josh Owen

The work of Josh Owen is at once simple, practical and creative. Owen defines function in humanistic terms, combining 
clarity of purpose with tactile qualities chosen to align strategically with industry. Owen is the president of Josh Owen 
LLC in Philadelphia and is an associate professor of industrial design at Philadelphia University where he holds the title of 
Craig R. Benson Chair for Innovation. Owen’s work is included in the permanent design collections of the Centre Georges 
Pompidou, the Denver Art Museum, and the Philadelphia Museum of Art.

Brendan Ravenhill

Brendan Ravenhill was born in the Ivory Coast in 1979. Working with his father in carpentry, he fell in love with the art of 
making things. After graduating from Oberlin College with a degree in sculpture in 2001, he continued to develop his craft 
through a series of projects including the construction of a timber frame barn and several boats. After spending a year as an 
apprentice welder, he attended the Rhode Island School of Design, graduating in 2009 with a Masters in Industrial Design. 
He finds inspiration in the functional beauty of working tools: objects that strike the perfect balance between form and 
function, and that develop a patina through use and wear.

Patrick Townsend

Born in Manhattan and raised in Vermont, this award-winning Brooklyn based designer works in a variety of disciplines, 
including lighting, furniture design, and building. Trained as an industrial designer at the Pratt Institute, Townsend founded 
his namesake firm in 1998. In addition to producing its own line of lighting and furniture, Townsend Design also fabricates 
high-end custom furniture and interior architectural fixtures for New York’s top architects and interior designers. His Orbit 
Chandelier has been exhibited at Terminal 5, Living Spaces, and Tokyo Designers Block.

David Weeks

David Weeks studied painting and sculpture at the Rhode Island School of Design, earning a BFA in 1990. He founded 
David Weeks Studio in 1996. Weeks’ work encompasses lighting, home accessories, seating, and custom commercial and 
residential projects. His clients include Barneys New York, Saks Fifth Avenue, and the W Hotels. Weeks’ lighting has earned 
him several awards including multiple Editors Awards for Best Lighting at the ICFF., Butterm, Weeks’ collaboration with 
Lindsey Adelman focused on simple, affordable items for the home earned an award at London’s 100% Design in 2001. 
In 2003, Weeks was featured in the Cooper-Hewitt’s National Design Triennial. Weeks also teaches at Parsons School of 
Design as an adjunct professor.

Designers
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Brush Vase

HARVBW
HARVBC

Lock Keychain

HARK2LW
HARK2LR

HARK2LBK

C’mere Handhook

HARCM
HARCMG

Bestow, Om Hand Hooks

HARBE
HAROM

Geo-Birdhouse

KLGW

On/Off Switch

TWLSC

Desk Accessories

SSKSBC
SSKSCS
SSKSEO
SSKSMG
SSKSSR
SSKSTD

Desk Set, Toys  For The Soul

SSKSSET
SSKSTY

Magno Radio

SSKMRL
SSKMR

SSKMRS
SSKMRM

Moby Tape Dispenser

JDDTD

Satsuma Lamp

JDLS

2B Radio

JDR2BB

Torch

JDFLL
JDFLM
JDFLS

Numbers Clock

OE66ACW
OE66ACTR
OE66ACTO

OE66AC

Wire

ARRWW
ARRWC

Kelly Lamb

Toby Wong

Aruliden

Jonas Damon

Singgih Kartono

Harry Allen Pig Bank

Pickup

HARPUW
HARPUO
HARPUG
HARPUC

HARPULEBL

My Brother’s Frame

HARFW
HARFBK
HARFB2

Roller Stop

HARSKW
HARSKG

HARSKGLD
HARSKC

Banana Bowl

HARBBW
HARBBG

Peanut Bowl, Almond Bowl

HARBN2W
HARBN2G
HARBN3C

Mixed Fruit Bowl

HARBMFW
HARBMFC

François Dallegret Atomix, Art Breaker

FDAT
FDAB

Silicone Door Stop, Menorah

JODSBGG
JOME

Josh Owen

Key Keychain

HARK2KW
HARK2KR

HARK2KBK

Tool Set

JDTS

Offer, Grab Hand Hooks

HAROF
HARGR

Twice Twice Clock, Twice Clock

JD22CWT
JD22CW
JD2CW

Cork Block

OE66CT

Grans Candlestick

HARCW

My Brother’s Mirror

HARMW
HARMC

HARPW
HARPG

HARPP2
HARPLEBL

HARPB2
HARPC

HARPP3

Products

Noel Wiggins

Noel Wiggins is the founder, president, and artistic director of Areaware. He graduated from Brown University with a 
Bachelor’s Degree in Fine Art, after which he traveled across the country several times, bought, sold and refurbished vintage 
Italian and British motorcycles, worked at a robotics firm, and delivered photographs via motorcycle for a wire service. Noel 
founded his first business at the age of 25. He is a fourth generation painter, although he now spends most of his time with 
the artistic direction of Areaware, helping to create products for the company and running the design studio.

Rich, Brilliant, Willing

Founded in 2007, Rich Brilliant Willing is an internationally recognized, Manhattan-based multidisciplinary design studio. 
Theo Richardson, Charles Brill & Alex Williams are Rich Brilliant Willing. Each member has a different point of view; one 
explicitly loves materiality, another has an unconventional color palette and eye for sculptural form, the third is an inventor 
bringing spontaneity and theatrical energy to the work. Rich Brilliant Willing was named among the “Top 40” designers 
by I.D. magazine in January 2009, and named an “Avant Guardian” by Surface magazine in November of the same year. 
Recent press includes: Wallpaper, FRAME, Surface, Details, Metropolis, Architecture Moniteur and multiple appearances in 
The New York Times.

Tobias Wong

After studying art and architecture, Tobias Wong graduated in sculpture from The Cooper Union. Wong treats design as a 
medium rather than a discipline to show how it embraces the aesthetics traditionally relegated to the fine arts. He’s coined 
the term “paraconceptual” to describe his dismantling of the hierarchies between “art” and “design.” In Wong’s hands, both 
have similar goals. Wong can take the most mundane product and infuse it with humor and beauty, brilliantly confounding 
notions of luxury. 

Karl Zahn

Karl Zahn was born in 1981 in Vermont and grew up playing in his father’s woodshop. After completing his studies in Product 
Design at the Rhode Island School of Design in 2003, Zahn worked as an Architectural Fabricator in San Francisco for 
several years. He also spent time in Copenhagen studying Danish furniture design. Zahn draws a lot of inspiration from the 
long history of Danish industrial craft and their balanced function and form and tries to express these principles in his work. 
Since relocating to Brooklyn in 2007, Zahn has been working on his own designs in his shop. A recurring theme in his work 
is ‘old technology.’ Zahn believes that the pace of progressing technology moves too quickly to fully exhaust all possibilities 
and is interested in examining and preserving “forgotten technologies” by repurposing them into contemporary lifestyles.        
       

Designers
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Kuma Square Pillows

SKP14TA, SKP18TA
SKP14ZI, SKP18ZI

SKP14FE, SKP18FE

Icosa

SLI

Pico

SFBPR
SFBPFO
SFBPFA

Mini

SFMPPA
SFMPOW1

SFMPDDA2
SFMPLY2

Large

SFPCA1A1
SFPFA1B1
SFPFA1A1
SFPDU1A1

Wooden Animal Boxes

KZBRH
KZBPO
KZBLL

Rattles: elongated, double, loop 

HB1RTG
HB1RT

HB1RTB

Coat Rack

RBWCR

Nesting Tables

PLTN3
PLTN2
PLTN

Seconds China, Sets of 4

JMSPC
JMSPB

Felt Jewelry:  plank, loop, long link, *link, slink 

KNPKC
KNPKI

KNLPC
KNLPI

Forget Me Knot Ring

KMFMKRS
KMFMKRLB
KMFMKRG

Gradient Table

PLTG

Distortion Candlestick

PLCDW
PLCDGR
PLCDBK

Shovel Birdhouse

JHSB

Silicone Travel Bottles

PKSTKSM

String 19, String 10, Orbit Chandalier

PTSTR19
PTSTR10

PTORB40
PTORB40B

Kiel Mead

Heather Keiko

Jason Miller

Paul Loebach

Eric Janssen

Jan Habraken

Paul Koh

Patrick Townsend

Chain Plates

JMCGL
JMCGS

Ross Menuez

David Weeks Rich, Brilliant, Willing

Brendan Ravenhill

Products

Noel WigginsKarl Zahn

Bias Clock

RBWCKB

Key Switch Toggle, Rocker

PKKM
PKKM2

Forget Me Knot Earings

KMFMKES
KMFMKEG

Camera Necklace

KMCOCNS
KMCOCNG

Retainer Necklace

KMRNS
KMRNG

Drill Bit Necklace

KMDBNS
KMDBNG

Matchstick Necklace

KMMSNS
KMMSNG

Hanno, Hanno Jr., Ursa, Ursa Minor

DWTWGO
DWTWGO3

DWTWBE
DWTWBE2

Simus, Hattie, Cubebot XL,M,S

DWTWRH
DWTWEL

DWC3
DWC1
DWC2

Gorilla, Skullrilla, Robotrilla

DWAGP
DWASBK

DWARS

Bottle Opener, Spike Wall Hook

BRBOW
BRBOB

BRSP

Off-Axis Watch

EJWOA

Half Mirror

PLMH

SKP14FI, SKP18FI
SKP14HE, SKP18HE

SKP14DO, SKP18DO 
SKP14CE, SKP18CE

SFBPBU
SFBPZ1
SFBPT2
SFBPT1
SFBPS

SFBPKI1
SFBPG2
SFBPG1

SFBPDU

SFBPPI
SFBPP2
SFBPOS

SFBPO

SFMPTI2
SFMPTI1

SPM61DB
SFMPRA2
SFMPRA1

SFMPEA1
SFMPDPO
SFMPDJR1
SFMPDBT1

SFMPLY1
SFMPGO1
SFMPEL1

SFMPEA2

SFPZE1B1
SFPWO1A1
SFPRA1A1

SFPOW1A1
SFPFN1A1

KZBBU
KZBWH
KZBWA

HB2RTG
HB2RT

HB2RTB

HBLRTG
HBLRT

HBLRTB

KNLK2C
* KNLKC
KNLK2I
* KNLKI

KNSKI
KNSKC

JMSPL
JMSPS
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Icosa. Designer: Ross Menuez. Material: Felt, cord set. Dimensions: 12 x 12 x 12 inches

With thanks to Ross, Keetja, India and 
Beo for allowing us into their space.

Art Direction:
Laura Hwang
Jonathan González

Photography:
Jonathan González

Graphic Design:
Jonathan González, GA
www.officega.com

Printing and Binding:
Kennedy Printing
Findlay, OH

Credits

Contact

95 Spring Street, 2nd floor
New York, NY 10012
tel +1 212 226 5155
fax +1 212 226 5160
Showroom by appointment only.
 
Product Development:
submissions@areaware.com
 
Showroom, Sales Inquiries:
sales@areaware.com
 
Press Inquiries:
press@areaware.com

Customer Service, Orders and Deliveries:
 
info@areaware.com
232 Neilston St.
Columbus, OH 43215
tel: 614-469-0600, ext. 214
tel: 800-783-5683, ext. 214 (within USA)
fax: 614-469-0140
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